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My first pilgrimage from Lund to Schwerin 

One year ago I read and liked the pilgrim book written by the German priest Ellen Nemitz 

and the author Sandra Pixberg and I liked this small book very much. I was impressed by 
the life of the Holy Birgitta and decided to go on my first pilgrimage despite of corona, 
despite of my atheistic parenting, because of my a great desire for simplicity, nature and 
peace.  Of course there was also curiosity and a bit sense of adventure. On my first meeting 
with the priest Ellen she said:  “ You will see, it happens something!
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2021- Now the thing started  

                                                                                                                                                 
At the end of may I had a warm welcome in Lund by the pilgrims priest Magnus. On my 
second day in Sweden, my birthday, I got up  very early and walked along the holy places in 
Lund and saw a prayer by Francis of Assisi and it really touched me. On the 26th of May in 
the morning Magnus sent me on my way with a blessing in the crypt of the great cathedral 
„Lunds domkyrka“.


My way through Skåne was a challenge, physically and mentally, but it made me happy, 
especially the encounters with the Swedish people.


On my third day in  I decided to go to St. Olof, but this pilgrims route I had not prepared 
and sometimes I didn’t know in the morning, where to sleep in the evening. First I didn’t 
meet any pilgrim and I felt like an exotic creature, but then different things happened. For 
example I had those special moments like the one in front of the closed church in Öved in 
the rain, where two Swedish hikers Eva and Anders walked  with me and we started 
walking together and talking  in English, German and Spanish …..


I crossed muddy cow pastures, wonderful nature reserves, sang in the woods and visited 
so much beautiful, holy places in Skåne, when they were open. I will keep in my heart the 
crypt of Lunds domkyrka, Dalbys church of Egino and its wonderful prästgarden, the 
church in Torna Hallestädt with its „Biblia pauperum“, the area around Övedskloster on the 
Vombsjön, the monastery of Mariavall, the churches in St. Olof and Simrishamn.
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  Oh, göttlicher Meister, hilf mir, dass ich nicht 
danach verlange, getröstet zu werden, sondern 
zu trösten, nicht verstanden zu werden, sondern 
zu verstehen, nicht geliebt zu werden, sondern 
zu lieben 

  Franz von Assisi



Unfortunately the little churches are usually closed during the day and the pilgrims signs are 
rarely. A funny example is the church in Fränninge with a very, very huge pilgrims flag, the 
house and phone of the priest is unreachable or closed, only the dog barks, neighbors were 
a little bit pilgrim-unfriendly.


I thought, the times were not suitable for spontaneity, but I learned from it….I contacted the 
priest of St. Olof in time and he invited me to the local pilgrimage walk with his parish. On 
Sunday i walked with them to the old village of St.Olof slowly and in silence, an 
unforgettable experience. In  St.Olof i was very impressed by the church and met the most 
passionate pilgrim of Skåne, Lars , who welcomed me with great hospitality.


Arrived in Simrishamn, again priest Henrik helped me and rang the bells of St. Nikolai, I was 
happy and a little bit proud. My bed organized lady Anne, we had a very deep talk in the 
evening despite my stunted English and in the morning during sightseeing I learned, what is 
a Swedish „fika“.


After 3 days along the coast back to Ystad and 1 relaxing day in Glemmingebro with the 
artists Anders and Anne, who took  care for me, I went back to Germany by ferry on June 
3th.


I had no desire to go back to Germany first because of the relaxed corona politic in 
Sweden,  because I fell in love with Sweden und thought, now it could only be worse.


Back in Germany 

Thank God it was far from it!  First evening in Sassnitz I had a very warm welcome by the 
coolest pilgrim woman, I know, Heike! The evening and my sleeping place with a beautiful 
view on the bay were unforgettable.


The 3 following pilgrimage days through the island of Rügen were demanding, I 
underestimated the distances in the heat, although I know the landscape. After I have had 
my hardest day and walk to the highest point of Rügen, I luckily found the best stay in the 
house of farmer, wonderful friends. Particularly impressive was the next morning, when the 
churchwarden of St. Marien showed me his church and an exhibition „ Ave Maria- Modern 
Madonna“ by Sylvia Vandermeer, a painter.  After that we made  a pilgrimage through the 
summery  island to Garz with Heike and painted yellow pilgrims signs in the woods.


On June ,the 6th I visited my parents in the village Altefähr. Here I spent a while in the 
beautiful seaman’s-church on a hill opposite the Hanseatic city of Stralsund, my favourite 
place.  I enjoyed the security and care of my parents house.


The next two weeks I walked along pilgrims route of Holy Birgitta through Vorpommern and 
Mecklenburg, talked with priests of small towns or very small church villages about their 
parishes or the actual problems of people with corona.  I was always the first pilgrim after 
corona-break, but mostly locals were looking forward to meet me. An amazing experience 
were, when i cleaned the pilgrims house with a young men from corona dust with loud 
music. That we both enjoyed.
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I want to mention church St. Thomas in Tribsees and its helpful priest, the cathedral of 
Güstrow with famous floating angel  from Ernst Barlach, an ecumenical service on the 
cathedral square with band- and classical music on Sunday, the catholic parish in Güstrow 
with Adelheid, the outstanding church village in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern „Reinshagen“  
and its priest Friederike,  the pilgrim friendly rectory in Baumgarten, the extraordinary place 
Tempzin, a monastery for pilgrims with warm-hearted  christians like Sylvia, Maria , Alfons, 
Sabine and the honest conversation with the my pilgrims friend for 2 days Dagmar, a 
journalist, who writes books about  pilgrimages.


It was great to arrive in Schwerin in a hot summer day, a town surrounded by water, a 
charming castle island , friendly people, in the middle a great cathedral with important 
history and lovely volunteers explained the things.


On the same day, I went back to Stralsund by train, there was celebrated a pilgrims prayer 
in St.Jacobi church with  the presentation of a painting from pilgrimage of the Holy Birgitta 
of Sweden. This was a great conclusion of my way.


Here I met many pilgrims like Heike, Ellen, Norbert, Sandra ………. and its just happened - 
something -like  Ellen predicted….. 


I thank all dear people on my way, especially my husband Jens.


PAX ET BONUM   Antje
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